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A as in 
B as in 
to 
C as in 
D as in 
E as in 
F as in 
G as in 
H as in 
I as in 
J as in 
K as in 
L as in 
M as in 
N as in 
o as in 
P as in 
Q as in 
R as in 
S as in 
T as in 
U as in 
V as in 
W as in 
X as in 
Y as in 
Z as in 
California 
have sound-alike names, for example lib" and lip"; 
use communication code words such as BRAVO and 
confusing these letters. A committee of logologists 
try to submit a more interesting list of code words, 
on words from Webster' s Third. Here is the list they 
N, Rand S need better examples): 
isle (aisle) 


































word starting with "n"] 
[this needs work] 
a word starting with "s,,] 
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